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A  F E A T U R E  D O C U M E N T A R Y

F A T H O M  F I L M  G R O U P  P R E S E N T S



The Golden Globe Race is the world’s most dramatic and dangerous solo sailing race

in the world. With no technology or fuel allowed, it’s a daunting challenge to even

complete the race. In 2022, over twenty hopeful skippers are entering the 50,000 km

race - and all plan to come in first. With maximum grit and determination, these

sailors will test their physical, psychological, and spiritual limits in an effort

to win the title of ‘World’s Greatest Sailor.’ 

This epic race has attracted three types of sailors: The Wealthy, The Ocean

Warriors, and The Dreamers. Among them are Ian Herbert-Jones, a self-made tech-

billionaire from the UK and Damien Guillou, a professional sailor from France. The

Ocean Warriors have spent decades at sea like 80-year-old David Scott Cowper from

the UK, who has sailed around the world six times; and Kirsten Neüschafer,

professional ferry captain and the race’s sole woman. Among the Dreamers are

American surfer dude, Elliott Smith; Australian emergency physician, Matthew

Wright, who leaves behind his young family for this journey; and Gaurav Shinde, an

Indian-Canadian hellbent on being the first person of colour to win. This feature

film follows their dramatic journey, from the moment they set sail, to the finish

line 300 days later.

THE FILM
S Y N O P S I S

The adventures of Around the World in 300 Days

begins with a harrowing moment for one sailor,

underdog Gaurav Shinde, alone on his sailboat

fighting a relentless storm in the Southern

Ocean. Battered by wind, waves, and sleet,

Gaurav questions his capabilities as a sailor,

his strength of character, and the wisdom of

having entered this race in the first place. On

the knife edge of Gaurav’s survival, we flash

back to the start of the 2022 GGR eight months

before –



We meet all our sailors and their families just hours from launch on September 4,

2022. Matthew Wright holds his wife and two daughters close in a tearful goodbye.

Kirsten Neuschafer, serious as always, tweaks her sails for the day’s wind. Elliott

Smith stands at the bow of his boat with his arms spread-eagled, breathing in the

ocean air. 

As they make final preparations to their boats, we hear the personal stories

guiding our sailors on their journeys. Gaurav, who is an Indian immigrant, grew up

in poverty on the streets of Mumbai. He dreams of being the fastest sailor in the

world but has to beat a number of sailors first - including the Wealthy. Ian

Herbert-Jones is confident and sees this as an extreme tech-detox to reconnect with

himself and nature. Damien Guillou has trained for years for this race and is

hoping the GGR will be his legacy. 

The competitors have all sunk hundreds of thousands of dollars into their boats and

entrance fees. On the low-end, Gaurav has sold his home to raise almost $300,000 -

which doesn’t include the money lost when he quit his job at 3M. UK’s Ian Herbert-

Jones comes in on the high end, spending over $800,000 to buy one of the 2018

finishing boats with fresh fixings. With no prize money to be won, all our sailors

are searching for something deeper as they test their physical, psychological, and

emotional limits. 

The race starts, the pistol - cracks! - and family and friends wave final goodbyes

as twenty sailboats head to the North Atlantic Ocean, without so much as a digital

watch to aid their journey. Every trim and reef of the mainsail, ocean rollover,

and broken mast will be filmed by GoPros attached to each boat’s mainmast, deck and

inside cabin. The racers will film brief messages throughout, with drones and film

crews capturing their thoughts at three checkpoints: the Canary Islands at mile

1350, Cape Town at mile 6700, and Tasmania near the halfway mark.

Family and friends share their hopes and trepidations while tracking loved ones

online, their fears palpable as the racers’ dangers intensify - navigating the

South Atlantic’s doldrums and hectic shipping routes, skirting Africa’s Cape of

Good Hope to enter the Indian Ocean’s untamed waters, and facing gale force winds

and 60 foot waves in the Southern Ocean’s swirling Antarctic currents. 



It all culminates in one of nature’s ultimate tests: rounding Cape Horn, the

graveyard for 10,000 mariners over the past four centuries. It’s the infamous

location where Donald Crowhurst purposely sank his boat and died during the 1968

race. Here, 200 days into the journey, the sailors will be pushed to the limits of

their physical, mental, and spiritual endurance.

A fraction of the starters will finish the race; storms, mechanical failures and

human error will force boats to drop out and will raise the stakes for the

remaining sailors. Gaurav sails in the name of all immigrants who come from

underprivileged backgrounds, and while there is a distinct focus on his underdog

mission, the tides of the story will shift as the race’s drama plays out among all

the sailors from the UK, France, US, and South Africa. We live with the exuberant

leaders and learn from the heartbroken dropouts when they fall victim to the

ocean’s harshest tests of valour.

No matter how the racers finish, Around the World in 300 Days will fully explore a

world where sailing is no longer just for the elite, but for adventurers from all

walks of life. It is a test of true grit, and ultimately, a spiritual quest for

each sailor. This film is not just a race but an intimate story about the handful

of mariners who show that anyone with determination, daring and a dream, can be a

contender. 



Around the World in 300 Days will feature 5 - 6 of the 30 sailors currently set to

compete in the Golden Globe Race, depending on the race outcome. We have secured

access to the six sailors most likely to finish, as well as key sailors who have

been identified as compelling characters.  

G A U R A V  S H I N D E  -  C A N A D A

THE SAILORS

Gaurav is the race underdog. The only non-white person in

the race, and one of the youngest, he is used to being

underestimated. Gaurav started sailing at the age of 11

after joining the Sea Cadet Corps in Mumbai, India. He

credits sailing with getting him his first job at Google,

into his MBA in Canada where he eventually immigrated, and

his current job at 3M. To finance the race, he and his

wife, Raunika, sold their home in London, Ontario.  

D A M I E N  G U I L L O U  -  F R A N C E
Damien is one of the only professional racing sailors in

the competition, and is a slick celebrity in his world.

Having raced in the top competitions, including the Vendee

Globe, he has full backing and sponsorship for the GGR. He

is a favourite to win, despite having never sailed single-

handed for more than 12,000 miles. He is gambling with one

of the fastest - and most expensive - boats, hoping the

weak mast will be able to weather all storms.  

I A N  H E R B E R T - J O N E S  -  U K
Ian is a wealthy entrepreneur who has made his millions in

tech startups. His retirement dream is to unplug and sail

the world. He knows money can't buy him everything, but it

can buy one of the finishing boats from the 2018 race, and

pay to add a few upgrades. He has never sailed beyond the

UK and Europe but is confident he has one of the best boats

on the water. His wife and 21 year old twin boys will be

watching his every move from the UK. 



K I R S T E N  N E U S C H Ä F E R  -  S O U T H  A F R I C A
Kirsten is the only woman in the race, a common event for

her. The only woman to ever skipper famed explorer, Skip

Novak's, ocean expeditions, Kirsten is arguably the race's

most experienced rough-water sailor. A professional ferry

captain, she shuttles passengers from Cape Agulhas to

Antarctica, and has spent more time in the Southern Ocean

than she has on land. But having never competed in a race,

she's unsure how the competition will impact her.

D A V I D  S C O T T  C O W P E R  -  U K
David is the most experienced global sailor in the race. 

 He was the first man to sail solo round the world in both

directions, the first to successfully sail around the world

via the Northwest Passage single-handed, and the first to

sail around the world in a lifeboat. At 80 years old, the

2022 GGR will be his last. An idol of many in the

competition, he is quick to share wise words about the sea

and the dangers it can bring. 

E L L I O T T  S M I T H  -  U S A
Elliott is both the youngest sailor in the race at 27, and

one with the least experience. The long haired surfer from

Florida splits his time between working at a beach bar and

sailing around the Caribbean. Drawn to the ocean with a

spiritual calling, Elliott has already exceeded the

expectations of the race organizers and other sailors. With

a boat gifted to him from a wealthy acquaintance, he is

seen as the most unlikely sailor to make the starting line. 

M A T T H E W  W R I G H T  -  A U S T R A L I A
Matthew has the most to risk on this adventure. The ER

doctor is leaving behind his wife and three young daughters

to fulfil his life's dream. His family is supportive of his

adventure, but his responsibilities have kept him from

collecting as many solo-sailing hours as his competitors.

What he lacks in experience, he makes up for in heart, as

one of the races most romantic competitors, Matthew will

spend his time in the doldrums writing his novel.  

D O N  M C I N T Y R E  -  G G R  C H A I R M A N
Don revived the 1968 Golden Globe Race in 2018 with the

hopes in competing in it. An experienced sailor, he knew

the GGR was the true test of sailing talent. But once the

event gained momentum, his role shifted from sailor to

headquarters as he became the glue to the event. Throughout

the race, Don will take us behind the scene of every storm,

accident, and rescue mission. Our point of contact for the

sailors and families, Don is the heart of the GGR. 



Around the World in 300 Days will be a multi-crew, multi-camera production shot in

4K. Our film crews will be on motorboats as well as flying drones to cover the

start of the race and at multiple points of the journey. We will meet all sailors

at the 3 pit stops along the route for interviews and data exchange. We will also

be capturing b-roll of all the oceans to showcase their distinct beauty.

As per the race rules, the film crew will not be allowed on the sailor's boats, but

the GGR organization has granted us exclusive permission to outfit each boat with

multiple cameras. Every camera will be equipped with night vision, will draw little

power, and can operate using the boat batteries.

G O P R O S  -  D A S H  C A M  S T Y L E

FILMING THE RACE

Each sail boat will be equipped with multiple locked off cameras that

will record each sailor’s journey 24/7. They will be hardwired to the

boat's batteries. Big events can be bookmarked by the sailor and saved.

S E L F  T A P E  &  S U P E R  8
Each sailor will have an additional handheld camera to record daily

journals and to freely film around the boat. Pre-1980 technology is

permitted on the boat. Gaurav, Elliott, and other sailors will be

bringing Super-8 cameras that they will be using to capture the thoughts

and POV of our sailors, as well as the nature that catches their eyes.

Much of the unfolding action will be caught in the headquarters with the race

chairman, Don McIntyre. Don will be in touch with all sailors via satellite radio

as well as their families. With trackers on all the boats, Don will be monitoring

storms, reported dangers by all boats, and keeping track of everyone's location and

sailing patterns. He will be the first to know if anyone is in danger, and, much

like the 2018 race, will be person to call for rescue missions where needed. We

will have a crew filming with Don throughout this process. 

T H E  H E A D Q U A R T E R S

C A M E R A S  &  D R O N E S
The documentary will be shot on the Canon C300 with both prime and zoom

lenses, in order to get sweeping landscapes as well as intimate action

shots on the boats. The C300 allows our crew to move quickly, and adjust

for weather. We will use the DJI Matrice drones in order to capture

smooth shots in high winds. 



Fathom Film Group is a Toronto based production company known for its innovative

approach to content across multiple platforms. Korean-Canadian Ann Shin built the

company with a mandate to create stories that reflect our current world, using an

all-women team and hiring BIPOC and 2SLGTBQIA+ creatives who represent diverse

voices within the film industry. 

Our filmmakers and creative directors have produced award-winning projects and

successful marketing campaigns. Our films and series are compelling and thought-

provoking and our social media strategies engage audiences around the world. Our

work has been broadcast, screened and downloaded globally. Look out for us, you

never know when we will pop up next. 

Fathom produces original films and series, and cross-platform engagement campaigns

that have garnered numerous awards including Canadian Screen Academy Awards, Digi

Awards, and Emmy and Oscar nominations. Fathom productions have been sold in all

territories across the globe for theatrical, broadcast, digital, SVOD and OTT

platforms. 

Our films and series, including the 2021 Hot Docs Opening Night Film A.rtificial

I.mmortality, as well as My Enemy, My Brother and The Superfood Chain are cinematic

and compelling. Our programs have aired on CBC, HBO, TVO, ABC, History Channel,

Discovery Channel, ITVS, ARTE, GEIE, and have been screened and downloaded around

the world, garnering numerous awards. 

Currently on the slate are feature films: Hunting in Packs (Super Channel),

#WhileBlack (Feature Documentary), Smoke & Gifts (1x90 CraveTV), and series The

Cartoons that Shaped Us (6x20 CBC GEM), Bad Karma (4x46), Cheer Untitled (4x46). 

A B O U T  F A T H O M
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